


These notes describe what DNB wants to see when considering your application for a 

declaration of no-objection. In addition to providing you with these notes, we have listed all 

relevant sections of the law for your convenience. They are included in the PDF file ‘Relevant 

sections of the law for the application of a DNO’, which can be found on the ‘application for a 

DNO’ page of our Open Book on Supervision website. Please also keep this PDF file at hand. 

This will help you to submit a complete and correct application. 
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5External consultant

You can also submit your application through an external consultant. During the application 

process we recommend you consult an expert adviser to assist you in the application process. 

Practice has shown that applications are often more complete and of a substantially higher 

quality if the applicant has sought advice, for example from a legal consultant. We can assess 

a complete and well-substantiated DNO application more quickly and more thoroughly. 

If you decide to use the services of an external consultant please also provide us with this 

consultant’s details.
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71.3  A bank, investment firm or insurance company having its 
registered office outside the European Economic Area 

You must use this form if your bank intends to acquire a qualifying holding in a bank, 

investment firm or insurer having its registered office outside the European Economic Area 

(EEA). The EEA includes the EU Member States and Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway. If the 

invest ment firm or insurance company has its registered office in an EEA country, you can use 

the application form for acquiring a qualifying holding in a financial enterprise under Section 

3:95 of the Wft. If the bank has its registered office in an EEA country, you should use the 

separate application form for acquiring a holding in a bank. 

1.4  A financial institution with or without a certificate of 
supervised status 

Prior to applying for a DNO, you must establish whether or not the institution in which your 

bank wishes to acquire a qualifying holding has a certificate of supervised status, as you need 

different types of DNO for institutions with and without such a certificate. 

A financial enterprise can apply for a certificate of supervised status from DNB if the enterprise 

(having its registered office in the Netherlands) is a subsidiary of one or more banks holding a 

banking authorisation issued by DNB and if that financial enterprise intends to operate from a 

branch office in another EEA country or provide its services to another EEA country. 

If your bank intends to acquire a qualifying holding in a financial enterprise without a certificate 

of supervised status, you must use this application form (Section 3:96 of the Wft). If your bank 

intends to acquire a qualifying holding in a financial enterprise with a certificate of supervised 

status, you must use the application form for acquiring a qualifying holding in a financial 

enterprise under Section 3:95 of the Wft.
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91.7 Notes to qualifying holdings

Please explain your considerations for acquiring or increasing the qualifying holding. You must 

state the reasons why your bank wishes to acquire or increase this qualifying holding, 

and indicate how the related activities fit in with your bank’s business case. We recommend 

that you do not limit your explanation to the short term, but also explain your bank’s long-term 

vision on the qualifying holding, including the economic and financial aspects.

You must also indicate the risks you identified and how they will be mitigated. 

You must set out how your bank will fund the holding, as well as the financial consequences 

that the qualifying holding has for your bank in the short and longer term. 

Please note that the information you must supply for the consideration of your application 

depends on your bank’s specific situation. You must in any case address the aspects described 

above. We recommend that you contact us beforehand to discuss the contents of your 

motivation for acquiring or increasing the qualifying holding. We may contact you if we have 

any questions about the motivation that you submit together with your application form.

Our Open Book on Supervision website has more extensive information on the 

DNO application procedure, including processing times and fees.
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112.3 The 1% threshold

Banks are only required to apply for a DNO if they exceed the 1% threshold. The 1% threshold 

means that a DNO is required if the amount your bank pays for acquiring or increasing the 

qualifying holding, including any amounts paid for previous acquisitions or increases of the 

qualfying holding accumulates to more than 1% of the bank’s consolidated eligible own funds. 

If these amounts do not exceed 1% of your bank’s consolidated eligible own funds, you do not 

need to apply for a DNO to acquire or increase the qualifying holding. 

2.4 Fixed percentage, bandwidth and umbrella DNOs

When applying for a DNO, you must state the percentage size of the qualifying holding your 

bank intends to acquire or increase. You can opt for a fixed percentage DNO or a bandwidth 

DNO. With a bandwidth DNO, the size of the holding may vary within the specified bandwidth 

without the need to apply for a new or amended DNO. 

Bandwidths can have upper limits of 20%, 33%, 50% or 100%. Your application must state the 

bandwidth that corresponds with the actual intended size of the holding. This question does 

not concern any intended increase of your qualifying holding in the future.

Another option is to apply for an umbrella DNO. An umbrella DNO not only covers the 

qualifying holding your bank wants to acquire in the non-financial enterprise, but also the 

qualifying holdings that the enterprise in question already has acquired or intends to acquire. 

If you opt for an umbrella DNO, you must submit a statement of the current indirect holdings 

that will be acquired through the non-financial enterprise.

2.5 Motivation for acquiring or increasing a qualifying holding

Please explain your considerations for acquiring or increasing the qualifying holding. You must 

state the reasons why your bank wants to acquire or increase the holding, and indicate how 

the related activities fit in with your bank’s business case. We recommend that you do not 

limit your explanation to the short term, but also explain your bank’s long-term vision on the 

qualifying holding, including both the economic and financial aspects.

You must also indicate the risks you identified and how they will be mitigated. 

You must set out how your bank will fund the holding, as well as the holding’s financial 

consequences for your bank in the short and longer term. 
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133.1  Introduction 

If your bank intends to take over assets or liabilities, or both of another enterprise or institution, 

you must apply for a DNO as this does not constitute a legal merger, but an assets/liabilities 

transaction. This may involve a full takeover of assets/liabilities, but also a partial takeover, 

in which a significant proportion of the assets or liabilities, or both are transferred to the new 

owner. The takeover can be effected directly or indirectly. 

This section provides more details on the terms and definitions used in the application form for 

this type of DNO. 

3.2  The 1% threshold

Banks are only required to apply for a DNO if they exceed the 1% threshold. The 1% threshold 

means that a DNO is required if the balance sheet total of the target enterprise or institution 

accumulates to more than 1% of your bank’s balance sheet total. 

If this amount does not exceed 1% of your bank’s consolidated balance sheet total, you do not 

need to apply for a DNO to take over assets or liabilities, or both.

3.3  Motivation

Please explain your considerations for taking over the assets or liabilities, or both. You must 

state the reasons why your bank wants to take over the assets or liabilities, which assets or 

liabilities are involved and how they will be incorporated into your organisation. You must also 

explain how the bank intends to fund the takeover. 

You must also indicate the risks you identified and how they will be mitigated. 

Please note that the information that you must supply for the consideration of your application 

depends on your bank’s specific situation. You must in any case address the aspects described 

above. We recommend that you contact us beforehand to discuss the contents of your 

motivation. We may contact you if we have any questions about the motivation that you 

submit together with your application. 

Our Open Book on Supervision website has more extensive information on the DNO 

application procedure, including processing times and fees

3 Partial or full takeovers of 
assets or liabilities, or both
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15Our Open Book on Supervision website has more extensive information on the DNO 

application procedure, including processing times and fees. motivation. We may contact you if 

we have any questions about the motivation that you submit together with your application.
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176.1  Introduction 

If a managing partner joins your bank, you need to apply for a DNO. This requirement only 

applies to banks that are limited partnerships. In addition to being a partner or shareholder 

in the bank, a managing partner is also charged with its management. Partners in limited 

partnerships also have unlimited private liability for the bank’s debts.

6.2  Motivation

Please explain why the managing partner is joining your bank. We would also ask you to 

describe any rights held or capital contributed by the managing partner. 

Given the specific nature of this requirement, we recommend that you always contact us 

beforehand about the information that you are required to supply.

6 Joining managing partner






